Variance of surgeons versus pathologists in staging of colorectal cancer.
Accurate staging of colorectal cancer depends on adequate retrieval and reporting of lymph nodes in the specimen. The presence of positive lymph nodes is an indication for adjuvant therapy. Both surgeons and pathologists influence the number of lymph nodes that are retrieved and reported in specimens. Although several recommendations exist in the literature regarding the minimum number of lymph nodes required for reliable staging, the relationship of examined to infiltrated lymph nodes has not been clarified. The aims of this study were to examine variance among surgeons and pathologists in the retrieval and reporting of lymph nodes in colorectal cancer specimens; to examine the relationship between retrieved/examined lymph nodes and infiltrated lymph nodes; to identify in our own series the minimum number of retrieved lymph nodes required to secure accurate staging. Cross-sectional study of 284 patients with colorectal cancer followed in our hospital and retrospective analysis of histopathology reports. Correlation analysis, ANOVA, and survival analysis were performed on the data. There were 127 patients with cancer of the rectum and 157 patients with cancer of the colon under follow-up. The median number of lymph nodes per specimen was 8 (range 0-29). There was no difference in the number of retrieved lymph nodes among 9 surgeons. There were 2 outliers among pathologists, with one reporting a mean of 11.4 (9.8-12.9) 95% CI nodes per specimen and another reporting a mean 4.9 (3.6-6.2) 95% CI nodes per specimen. Dukes and T stage did not affect the number of nodes. Correlation analysis revealed a linear correlation between the total number of reported lymph nodes and the existence of positive lymph nodes. From the correlation equation we calculated that, in order to have one positive node, a minimum of 8.4 nodes was required in the specimen. Therefore, in our group of patients, a minimum of 8.4 nodes was required for accurate Dukes staging. However, survival analysis did not show any difference between patients with more and patients with less than 9 reported lymph nodes. Variance among pathologists exists and may be at least as important as variance among surgeons. Specialisation of pathologists similar to that of surgeons as well as employment of new techniques may be required . There is a linear correlation between the number of examined lymph nodes and the presence of positive nodes in a colorectal cancer specimen. This linear correlation makes the calculation of the minimum number of lymph nodes possible. In our series a minimum of nine nodes must be examined. However, we have not demonstrated an effect of inadequate nodes numbers on survival, possibly because survival in colorectal cancer is multifactorial.